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V-Groove Corrugated Runners™ (730 - Vinyl/750 - Rubber)
Industrial & Commercial Runners
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Test

Test Description

*Results

Compression Deflection

Test specimen is subjected to varying compression load levels and
the resulting deflection was measured. The greater the deflection,
the better the anti-fatigue properties. (Inches)

N/A

A neolite heel assembly with a predetermined load is pulled
horizontally with a dynamometer to measure the force
required to cause the assembly to slip.

Coefficient of Friction
ASTM C1028-96

(730) .71
(750) .73

Test specimen is subjected to the rubbing action of two
abrading wheels under controlled conditions.
Results measured in Weight loss (Grams)

Abrasion Resistance
ASTM D3884-01

Test specimen is stretched at a specified rate until breaking
point. The results are measured in weight needed to break,
and % of size increase at breaking point.

Elongation
ASTM D412

The hardness of a test sample is measured by means of a type
A Shore Durometer. It measures the penetration of its specified
indentor forced into the material under specified conditions

Hardness
ASTM D2240-02

(730) 5.66 Grams
(750) 5.89 Grams
(730) 150%
(750) (data currently unavailable)
(730) 88
(750) (data currently unavailable)

• Available in two versions:

*All testing of NoTrax® floor matting has been performed by an independent testing laboratory.
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anti-static

Superior

Available in both vinyl or rubber compounds, the VGroove Corrugated Runners™ feature a rib-tooth
design to improve traction. They also create a barrier
to cold flooring substrates, and create a silencing effect
over noisy tile. Corrugated V-Groove matting can also
be used as a liner for maintenance and tool carts.

Available Colors: Black
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- The #730 utilizes a vinyl compound
welding
- The #750 utilizes a rubber compound

• Thickness: 1/8”
• Weight: .80 lbs/sq. ft.
welding
• Stock Sizes: (Rolls)

- 730: 2’ x 105’, 3’ x 105’, 4’ x 105’

•

- 750:
x 150’, 3’ x 150’, 4’ x 150’, 2’ x 75’, 3’ x 75’, 4’ x 75’, 6’ x 75’
food2’processing
Custom sizes available in 2’, 3’, and 4’ widths (730), and
2’, 3’, 4’, and 6’ widths (750)

• Temperature Range: -20º F to +160º F
food processing
• Motor Vehicle Safety Standard #302 (Flame Test) - Pass

